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This week we have been learning…
…about our sense!
We have been exploring our 5
main sense of touch, sight, smell,
taste and hearing. Each day we
investigated how our bodies use
these sense to find out information
about the world around us.
Touch – We described how
different materials felt and guessed
what hidden could be.
Sight – We went on a scavenger
hunt.
Smell – We guessed the smells from
mystery pots and looked at how
different animals noses look.
Hearing – We went on a listening
walk to stretch our listening
muscles. We played sounds loot
and guessed what the different
noises we heard were.
Taste – We tasted different crisps
(they look the same but taste
different) and made a pictogram
of our favourite flavor.

Home learning this week:: The week before
half term (beginning the 16th October) we are
having an Autumn week. For home learning
this week we would love it if you could go on
an Autumn walk (use all of your senses to see
how the environment has changed) and
could you collecting things like conkers, lovely
leaves and other amazing autumn
collectables for our learning? Thankyou 
•

Thankyou to Mrs Butcher and Mrs Gibbs for
their time in Discovery, they children had
a great week.

Other news
• Parents evening letters have gone home
today – please return next week!
Phonics:
This weeks sounds – g, o, c, k
Sounds so far – s,a,t,p,I,n,m,d,
Thought for the week.
“The world is full of magic things, patiently
waiting for our sense to grow sharper” – W.B
Yeats

Eddie Wellard – Discovery Class
For trying his hardest with his phonics and writing the new sounds so well!
Frankie Fuller – Apollo Class
For having a super positive attitude towards school!

